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VT Wipe Builder
The Aura VT Wipe Builder can be used to make Video Toaster DVEs 
straight from Aura!

Figure 1: A simple wipe DVE created with Aura in minutes

REQUIREMENTS
The set-up is quite simple and there are only a few requirements. First, 
your project should be four seconds long. If not, your DVE will not play 
smoothly at all standard switcher speeds. Second, your project size must 
be either D1 NTSC (720 x 486) or D1 PAL (720 x 576).
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Figure 2: D1 NTSC settings selected for project size on Aura startup panel

Although your project can have many layers, only two—which you 
specify—will be used by VT Wipe Builder. One layer is a graphic overlay 
and appears over the transition. Use this layer for effects like animated 
borders, smoke, keyed footage, flying text, bugs, and so on.

The other layer is the transition layer. Only the alpha channel is important 
on this layer. Of course the layer can have color, but it is ignored as far as 
the VT Wipe Builder is concerned. Where the alpha channel is transparent, 
the outgoing video will appear. Where the alpha is opaque, the incoming 
video will appear. Alpha channel values in between will be a mix of the two 
videos. Simply put, as the alpha channel pixels goes from transparent to 
opaque, the DVE transitions from the outgoing to the incoming video.

AURA’S ALPHA CHANNEL
In Aura, the alpha channel is generally referred to as “opacity” and you 
don’t normally work with it directly. When you paint using antialiasing, the 
edges use varying levels of opacity to blend, as opposed to actual pixel 
color changes. When you fill shapes, you can vary the level of opacity as 
well. Generally speaking, the alpha channel is handled automatically for 
you.

You can extract the alpha channel from a layer using the ExtractAlpha 
George script. Note that this is not necssary when using the VT Wipe 
Builder since any color information in the transition layer is just ignored. 
(The AlphaComposite George script can be used to merge a separate 
alphachannel layer into an RGB layer.)

ANIMATING THE INCOMING VIDEO POSITION
By default, the incoming video is stationary and centered in the frame. The 
alpha channel merely acts to “wipe” the incoming video into the frame. 
However, if you create keys for the Transition Pos X and Transition Pos Y 
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settings on the transition layer—as you can for any animatable filter—, the 
position of the incoming video can be animated.

Note: The graphic overlay layer is not affected by animating the X/Y values.

USING VT WIPE BUILDER
Here are the basic steps to create a Video Toaster DVE using VT Wipe 
Builder:

1 Start a project using the appropriate size: D1 NTSC (720 x 486) or D1 
PAL (720 x 576) (see Figure 2).
2 Stretch the default layer to four seconds and make it an Anim layer. 

Name this layer “Overlay”.
3 Duplicate the layer and rename the copy “Transition”.

It is not a requirement to name your layers, but it will help you identify 
them later.

4 On the Overlay layer, create your overlay animation as you would any 
Aura animation. If you don’t want an overlay—i.e., you just want a pure 
transition—, you can leave this layer blank.
5 On the Transition layer, create the desired transition animation from 

the outgoing video to the incoming video. Fully transparent areas will 
show the outgoing video and fully opaque areas will show the incoming 
video.

As an example, slowly fading in a completely filled screen would create a 
fade in transition.

6 Select the VT Wipe Builder from the Filters menu on the toolbar. Select 
your Overlay layer for the Overlay Layer and your Transition layer for the 
Transition Layer. (Clever naming, huh?)

Figure 3: Select the desired overlay and transition layers

7 The Transition Pos X and Transition Pos Y settings will default to the 
very center of the frame (e.g., 360, 243 for D1 NTSC). You may optionally 
keyframe these settings on the Transition layer, if you want to animate the 
incoming video’s position. Just remember that you are animating the 
center position of the incoming video.
8 Click the Save As button and specify where you want the DVE file 

created.
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9 Click the Build VT DVE button to start the DVE creation process. This 
generally takes only a few minutes.

When the filter is finished, you can use the DVE as you would any Video 
Toaster DVE.

Figure 4: Example DVE setup. Logo pulls down the incoming video “window shade” 
style. The Video Toaster logo is animated in the Overlay layer. The Transition layer 
is a simple solid white box that just slides down, ultimately filling the frame.
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